LIST OF EXERCISES
Exercises marked with the star can be repetead on the course.
RALLY EXERCISES AND SIGNS FOR CLASS RO-II (exercises Nr. 1-45)
1. Sit - Stand
Dog is walking beside the handler in the heel position up to the sign where the
handler stops. Dog ﬁrst has to sit in the heel position, and then, at the handlers
command, to stand and stay in place. Handler continues forward with the dog
straight from the stand postion, the dog heeling beside him.

SIT

#1
Sit - Stand - Heel

2. Down - Sit

SIT

Dog is walking beside the handler in the heel position up to the sign where the
handler stops and immediately commands the dog to lay down. After the down
position handler commands the dog to sit in the heel position. Dog is not allowed
to ﬁrst stand and then sit down. When the dog performs the sit position, handler
continues forward with the dog heeling beside him.

#2
Down - Sit - Heel

3. Down - Circling around the dog
Dog is walking beside the handler in the heel position up to the sign where the
handler stops and immediately commands the dog to lay down and wait. After
performing the down position handler circles the dog counterclockwise, resumes
the heel position beside the dog, and continues forward with the dog heeling
beside him, straight from the down position.
#3
Down - Circling around - Heel

4. 90° Right Turn*
Dog is walking beside the handler. Handler makes the right 90° turn, and
continues walking with the dog up to the next sign, with the dog following him in the
heel position for the whole time.

#4
Right turn

5. 90° Left Turn*
Dog is walking beside the handler. Handler makes the left 90° turn, and continues
walking with the dog up to the next sign, with the dog following him in the heel
.
position for the whole time.

#5
Left turn
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6. 180° Right Turn
Dog is walking beside the handler. Handler makes the right 180° turn, rotating in
place, and continues walking with the dog to the direction back where he came
from, with the dog following him in the heel position for the whole time.
Turn is to be performed in a perimeter which enables the handler and the dog to
easily continue to the next sign.
#6
180° Right turn

7. 180° Left Turn
Dog is walking beside the handler. Handler makes the left 180° turn, rotating in
place, and continues walking with the dog to the direction back where he came
from, with the dog following him in the heel position for the whole time.
Turn is to be performed in a perimeter which enables the handler and the dog to
easily continue to the next sign.
#7
180° Left turn

8. 270° Right Turn
Dog is walking beside the handler. At the sign, handler makes the right 270° turn
(¾ circle), rotating in the spot, with the dog following him in the heel position for the
whole time.
Turn begins with the handler going to the right, and the exit of the exercise is left of
the direction handler entered the turn.
#8
270° Right turn

9. 270° Left Turn
Dog is walking beside the handler. At the sign, handler makes the left 270° turn (¾
circle), rotating in the spot, with the dog following him in the heel position for the
whole time.
Turn begins with the handler going to the left, and the exit of the exercise is right of
the direction handler entered the turn.
#9
270° Left turn

10. Heel Position to the right*
Hander commands the dog to take the heel position, going right around the
handler’s back. When the dog comes to the position he has to sit down.
SIT

#10
Heel position to the right

11. Heel position to the left*
Hander commands the dog to take the heel position, going left in front of him.
When the dog comes to the position he has to sit down.
SIT

"Flip" performance at the ﬁnish of the recall exercise is allowed as well (dog
jumps, turns in the air and lands in a sit position left to the handler).

#11
Heel position to the left
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12. Sit in front of the handler - Heel position to the right - Heeling without
stopping for a sit
Dog is walking beside the handler. Handler stops and commands the dog to sit in
front of him. Dog keeps moving few steps more, then turns towards the handler
and sits in front of him.
When the handler stops, dog is not allowed to stop or sit beside him, but is
supposed to ﬂuently carry on to the front position. While giving a dog command to
sit in front of him, handler is allowed to move 1-3 steps back, to enable the dog to
turn towards him. Handler is not allowed to step aside or position himself in front of
the dog. Dog has to sit exactly in front of the handler.

#12
Sit in front of the handler Heel position/right - Heeling

In the last part of the exercise - heel position to the right - handler commands the
dog to go right around his back, turn in the direction of handler’s own movement
and continues with the heeling. When the dog comes to the heel position he is not
allowed to sit down, but is supposed to ﬂuently carry on heeling beside the
handler.
13. Sit in front of the handler - Heel position to the left - Heeling without
stopping for a sit
Dog is walking beside the handler. Handler stops and commands the dog to sit in
front of him. Dog keeps moving few steps more, then turns towards the handler
and sits in front of him.
When the handler stops, dog is not allowed to stop or sit beside him, but is
supposed to ﬂuently carry on to the front position. While giving a dog command to
sit in front of him, handler is allowed to move 1-3 steps back, to enable the dog to
turn towards him. Handler is not allowed to step aside or position himself in front of
the dog. Dog has to sit exactly in front of the handler.

#13
Sit in front of the handler Heel position/left - Heeling

In the last part of the exercise - heel position to the left - handler commands the
dog to go left in front of him, turn in the direction of handler’s own movement and
continues with the heeling. When the dog comes to the heel position he is not
allowed to sit down, but is supposed to ﬂuently carry on heeling beside the
handler.
14. Sit in front of the handler - Heel position to the right - Sit
Dog is walking beside the handler. Handler stops and commands the dog to sit in
front of him. Dog keeps moving few steps more, then turns towards the handler
and sits in front of him.

SIT

#14
Sit in front of the handler Heel position/right - Sit - Heel

When the handler stops, dog is not allowed to stop or sit beside him, but is
supposed to ﬂuently carry on to the front position. While giving a dog command to
sit in front of him, handler is allowed to move 1-3 steps back, to enable the dog to
turn towards him. Handler is not allowed to step aside or position himself in front of
the dog. Dog has to sit exactly in front of the handler.
In the last part of the exercise - heel position to the right - handler commands the
dog to go right around his back, join him on his left side and sit. After that he
continues to the next sign with the dog heeling beside him.
15. Sit in front of the handler - Heel position to the left - Sit
Dog is walking beside the handler. Handler stops and commands the dog to sit in
front of him. Dog keeps moving few steps more, then turns towards the handler
and sits in front of him.

SIT

#15
Sit in front of the handler Heel position/left - Sit - Heel

When the handler stops, dog is not allowed to stop or sit beside him, but is
supposed to ﬂuently carry on to the front position. While giving a dog command to
sit in front of him, handler is allowed to move 1-3 steps back, to enable the dog to
turn towards him. Handler is not allowed to step aside or position himself in front of
the dog. Dog has to sit exactly in front of the handler.
In the last part of the exercise - heel position to the left - handler commands the
dog to go left in front of him, join him on his left side and sit. After that he continues
to the next sign with the dog heeling beside him.
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16. Slow Pace

SLOW

Dog is walking beside the handler in the heel position. Handler slows down to a
pace that is evidently slower then the normal movement. Dog has to follow him in
the heel position for the whole time.

#16
Slow

17. Run

RUN

Dog is walking beside the handler in the heel position. Handler changes his speed
to a light running. Fast pace has to be evidently faster then the normal movement.
Dog has to follow the handler in the heel position for the whole time. Handler has
to move at the speed sufﬁcient for the dog to start running too (at least in a trot).

#17
Run

18. Sit - Step aside to the right - Sit

SIT
SEDI

1s

SEDI
SIT

Dog is walking beside the handler and sits down when the handler stops. Handler
takes one step aside to the right, commands the dog to heel, joins his left leg to the
right one and stands still. Ideal performance is when the dog moves to a new
position simultaneously with the handler, with a crosswise motion of his front and
hind feet, and then sits. After that handler continues to the next sign with the dog
heeling beside him.

#18
Sit - Right Step - Sit - Heel

19. Sit - 90° Right Turn in place - Sit
SED
SIT I

90°
SIT
SEDI

Dog is sitting in the heel position beside the handler. Handler rotates in place 90°
to the right, and stands still. Dog has to move simultaneously with the handler and
sit at the same time the handler stops. After that handler continues to the next sign
with the dog heeling beside him.

#19
Sit - 90° Right Turn - Sit - Heel

20. Sit - 90° Left Turn in place - Sit

SEDI

SIT

90°
SE

SIT

Dog is sitting in the heel position beside the handler. Handler rotates in place 90°
to the left, and stands still. Dog has to move simultaneously with the handler and
sit at the same time the handler stops. After that handler continues to the next sign
with the dog heeling beside him.

#20
Sit - 90° Left Turn - Sit - Heel
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21. Spiral to the right
Three cones are placed in a row, at the distance of approximately 1.5 m one from
another. Handler has to move to the right around every cone (clockwise).

Exit
Alternative A

Exit
Alternative C

Handler walks with dog past the ﬁrst and up to a third cone, circles around it, goes
back to the ﬁrst one, circle around it, goes forward to the second one, circles
around it, and in the end goes back to the ﬁrst one and circles around it again. It
means that every "loop" is being made around the ﬁrst cone.

#21

Exit
Alternative B

Spiral to the right

22. Spiral to the left
Three cones are placed in a row, at the distance of approximately 1.5 m one from
another. Handler has to move to the left around every cone (counter clockwise).

Exit
Alternative A

Exit
Alternative B

Handler walks with dog past the ﬁrst and up to a third cone, circles around it, goes
back to the ﬁrst one, circles around it, goes forward to the second one, circles
around it, and in the end goes back to the ﬁrst one and circles around it again. It
means that every "loop" is being made around the ﬁrst cone.

#22

Exit
Alternative C

Spiral to the left

23. Sit - 90° Right Turn - 2 Steps - Sit

SEDI
SIT

SITI

90°

+
2s

Dog is sitting in the heel position beside the handler. Handler rotates in place 90°
to the right, steps forward once with each leg, and then stops. He commands the
dog to heel as he starts to move, and when he stops, dog has to sit beside him in
the heel position. Dog is not allowed to sit before the handler executes two steps
after the turn.

#23
90° Right turn - 2 Steps - SitHeel
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24. Weaving in ﬁgures eight forward and back
Four cones are placed in a row, at the distance of approximately 1.5 - 2 m one from
another. Entrance to the cones is between the ﬁrst and the second cone, ﬁrst cone
being at the handlers left side. Handler and dog weave through the cones, circle
around the last one, and weave back to the start of the exercise. Direction of the
exit depends on the position of the next sign on the course.
#24
Weaving - ﬁgures eight

25. Tunnel

#25
Tunnel

Dog is walking beside the handler in the heel position. In front of the tunnel they
stop and the dog sits down. At the handler’s command dog goes through the
tunnel, with the handler following him beside. At the and of the tunnel handler is
allowed to make 2-3 steps more, and the dog has to immediately join him in the
heel position, and sit when the handler stops. After that handler continues to the
next sign with the dog heeling beside him. It is not regarded as a mistake if the dog
is faster then the handler and he sits and waits at the exit of the tunnel for handler
to join him.

26. 180° Turn with handler moving left and dog right
Dog is walking beside the handler in the heel position. At the sign handler turns to
the dog (½ circle), dog circles around him in the opposite direction, and at the end
of the turn joins him in the heel position, after which they continue moving to the
new (opposite) direction. In that way handler and dog perform turns to opposite
sides, but meet each other at the end of the turn and continue forward together as
a pair.
#26
180° Turn (handler L/dog R)

Turn has to be performed in a perimeter which enables the handler and the dog to
continue to the next sign.
27. Jump over the hurdle
Handler is moving beside the obstacle, dog is walking beside the handler in the
heel position for the whole time, except when he is jumping over the hurdle.
Immediately after the jump, dog has to come back to the heel position beside the
handler.

#27
Hurdle

28. Recall
Handler stops, and the dog lies down in the heel position. Handler commands the
dog to wait and walks away from the dog approximately 10 steps, without waiting
for the judge’s instructions. After 10 steps he turns towards the dog and calls him,
without waiting for the judge’s instructions. Dog has to sit so close in front of the
handler, that he is able to touch his head or a collar. Exercises then ends. It must
be followed by one of the exercises in which the dog resumes the heel position.

29. Backward circling around the handler
Handler stops near the sign, and commands the dog to circle backwards around
him. Dog has to stay close to the handler whole time. After the ﬁnished circle, dog
resumes the heel position beside the handler, and they continue together to the
next sign.

#29
Backward circling around handler
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30. Table
Handler stops close to the sign and the dog sits. He commands the dog to go
forward to the table, placed 7 m away. Dog has to jump on the table and wait there
for the next handler’s command, which can be "sit" or "down", depending on the
judges decision. After that handler recalls the dog, which has to sit in front of him.
Exercises then ends. It must be followed by one of the exercises in which the dog
resumes the heel position.

#30
Table
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31. Weaving cross shaped ﬁgure eight
In this exercise food or toys are used as a distraction.
If the food is used, organizer has to prepare four bowls with tasty treats. Bowls
have to be protected with a wire cover, to prevent the dog eating the food in a case
he leaves the handler and comes to the bowls. If the toys are used, they have to be
approximately 15 x 15 cm big.
Distractions are arranged in a shape of rhombus. Objects on the longer diagonal
are placed 3 - 3.5 m apart, ant the ones on the shorter diagonal 1.5 m apart.
Handler and dog enter the exercise in a place marked with the sign.

Path of movement
#31
Weaving cross shaped ﬁg. 8

After entering the rhombus, handler turns left and walks towards one of objects
placed on a longer diagonal, circles around it on the outer side, and completes the
ﬁgure eight around the object on the opposite side. To exit the rhombus, handler
has to go around the remaining object, and then continues to the next sign on the
course. This exercise is performed ﬂuently, without stopping.
32. Seesaw
Handler approaches the seesaw, dog climbs on the seesaw, retaining the heel
position beside the handler for the whole time. When he comes around the middle
of the seesaw, handler commands him to stop. Dog has to wait standing until the
seesaw tips to the other side. After that, he goes down the seesaw, retaining the
heel position, and continues with the handler to the next exercise.
#32
Seesaw

33. Weave Poles
Agility weave poles are used (6 poles). Exercises begins with the handler
commanding the dog to enter the weave poles. Dog enters the weave poles
between the ﬁrst and the second pole, ﬁrst one being on his left side. Handler can
assist the dog either by his voice or hand signals. Exercise is completed when the
dog goes around the last, 6th pole.
#33
Weave Poles

34. 360° Right Turn
Dog is walking beside the handler, at the sign they make 360° turn (full circle) to
the right. Handler rotates in a place, with the dog following him in the heel position.
Exit out of the exercise is identical to the initial direction of movement.

#34
360° Right turn

35. 360° Left Turn
Dog is walking beside the handler, at the sign they make 360° turn (full circle) to
the left. Handler rotates in a place, with the dog following him in the heel position.
Exit out of the exercise is identical to the initial direction of movement.

#35
360° Left turn
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36. Sit - 180°Right Turn - Down
Dog is walking beside the handler in the heel position. Handler stops and the dog
sits. Handler commands the dog to heel, and makes the right 180° turn (½ circle),
rotating in place. Dog is following the movement of the handler in the heel position
for the whole time, and when handler stops, he lies down.

SIT

Turn is to be performed in a perimeter which enables the handler and the dog to
easily continue to the next sign.

SIT

#37
Sit - 180° Left turn - Down

180 o

37. Sit - 180° Left Turn - Down
Dog is walking beside the handler in the heel position. Handler stops and the dog
sits. Handler commands the dog to heel, and makes the left 180° turn (½ circle),
rotating in place. Dog is following the movement of the handler in the heel position
for the whole time, and when handler stops, he lies down.
Turn is to be performed in a perimeter which enables the handler and the dog to
easily continue to the next sign.
38. Sit - 180°Right Turn - Heel
Dog is walking beside the handler in the heel position. Handler stops and the dog
sits. Handler commands the dog to heel, and makes the right 180° turn (½ circle),
rotating in place, and continues moving forward. Dog is following the movement of
the handler in the heel position for the whole time.

SIT
SEDI

#38
Sit - 180° Right turn - Heel

180 o
SIT
SEDI

#39
Sit - 180° Left turn - Heel

Turn is to be performed in a perimeter which enables the handler and the dog to
easily continue to the next sign.
39. Sit - 180°Left Turn - Heel
Dog is walking beside the handler in the heel position. Handler stops and the dog
sits. Handler commands the dog to heel, and makes the left 180° turn (½ circle),
rotating in place, and continues moving forward. Dog is following the movement of
the handler in the heel position for the whole time.
Turn is to be performed in a perimeter which enables the handler and the dog to
easily continue to the next sign.
40. Sit in front - 1 step back - down - 2 steps back - sit - 3 steps back - down

1s
2s
3s
#40
Sit - 1 step - down - 2 steps sit - 3 steps - down

Dog is walking beside the handler. Handler stops and commands the dog to sit in
front of him. Dog keeps moving few steps more, then turns towards the handler
and sits in front of him.
When the handler stops, dog is not allowed to stop or sit beside him, but is
supposed to ﬂuently carry on to the front position. While giving a dog command to
sit in front of him, handler is allowed to move 1-3 steps back, to enable the dog to
turn towards him. Handler is not allowed to step aside or position himself in front of
the dog. Dog has to sit exactly in front of the handler.
Handler then moves one step back and stops - dog has to lay down in front of him.
Handler takes two more steps back - dog has to sit down in front of him, and then 3
more steps back - dog has to lay down in front of him. Dog always moves in the
same time with the handler, and sits or lies down when the handler stops. As the
exercise ends with the dog laying down in front of the handler, it must be followed
by one of the exercises in which the dog resumes the heel position, which is to be
performed straight from the down position.
41. Two jumps over the hurdle - left and right to the handler

#41
Two hurdles - left and right
to the handler

Hurdles are placed approximately 2 m left and right from the sign, and
approximately 3 - 5 m appart in lenght. Whole exercise is performed in a range of
approximately 10 m.
After passing the sign, handler sends the dog to the left over the ﬁrst hurdle, and
then to the right, over the second hurdle, while he walks in the straight line
between obstacles for the whole time. After the dog jumps over the second hurdle,
handler commands him to resume the heel position, and they continue to the next
sign on the course. If the dog is much faster then the handler, handler calls him
back after the second hurdle, and then commands him to come to the heel
position. The fact how far on his path did the handler advance does not affect the
evaluation of the exercise, if the dog comes back to the handler immediately after
he jumps the second hurdle.
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42. Sit - Handler running - Dog outrunning the handler - Sit in front

RUN

SEDI
SIT

#42
Sit - handler runs, dog waits dog outruns handler - sit in front

Handler stops and the dog sits beside him. He commands the dog to wait and then
runs forward alone. After two - three steps he calls the dog and commands him to
come in front of him. Dog has to start running immediately and outrun the handler.
When the dog levels with him, handler slows his pace and stops in a way to enable
the dog to correctly sit in front of him. If it’s needed, handler can make 1- 3 steps
back as well.
Handler has to run at the speed that enables the dog to outrun him. Whole
exercise is performed in a range of approximately 10 m. As the exercise ends with
the dog sitting in front of the handler, it must be followed by one of the exercises in
which the dog resumes the heel position.
43. Down in motion

+ 5s

Dog is walking beside the handler in the heel position. At the handler’s command
he performs the down directly out of motion. Handler continues forward (at least 5
steps), without stopping. Then he turns towards dog, goes back to him, circles
around him, stands in a heel position beside him, commands the dog to heel and
continues forward.

#43
Down in motion - 5 Steps - Back Around the dog - Heel

44. Sit while running

SIT

Dog is walking beside the handler in the heel position. When they arrive to the
sign, they start running. At the handler’s command dog sits out of running, without
handler stopping. Handler continues running (at least 5 steps), then he turns
towards dog, goes back to him, circles around him, stands in a heel position
beside him, commands the dog to heel and continues forward at a normal pace.

#44
Sit while running - Around the dog

45. One step right in motion

1s

#45

Dog is walking beside the handler in the heel position. When they arrive to the
sign, handler makes one step aside to the right with his right leg, joins his left leg to
the right one, and continues moving in the same direction, but on another line, set
one step right from the one he started with. Ideal performance is when the dog
moves to a new position simultaneously with the handler, with a crosswise motion
of his front and hind feet.

One step right in motion
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